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Fasten your belts and be engrossed in this beautiful journey

with Single Women.

Single women are epitome of beauty, strength, dare and wis-

dom, voicing out their thoughts, fighting for theirs and others
rights.

“Single Women” is the story of ‘Rozanne, Samaira and the most

Unforgettable, Brutal - “Stallone”.

Rozanne and Samaira are best friends, brought up in a middle

class family. Rozanne was bold and level headed, whereas Samaira

on the other hand was docile one. They were neighbours and classmates from convent.

Being ‘The Women’ they faced in numerous problems but out-

shone in an exemplary way.

“Convent” is the turning point in their lives. The ‘Docile’ Samaira

switched into a ‘Dare Devil’ (bold) and Rozanne- the level headed

- both of them completed their education and darted into the most

intriguing world of Professional life. They were matchless, excelled
and beat the best of the best in every field of life.

In their professional lives both came across many unavoidable

hurdles but twisted such circumstances into highly applaud able
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passion and Hard work. She mesmerized HIM by her wonderful
qualities he switched into a ‘Gentle Man’.

Rozanne - on the other hand had adventurous professional life.

She being Bold and Level Headed was assigned a tough work of
handling the vagabonds- ‘a team of ten’. They often gave her tough
time by disobeying her in numerous ways, but SHE as usual- hellbent, tenacious got the better out of them.

Her Boss was all praise, awarded her ‘The Best Employee’ and

it was the biggest accolade achieved in the firm. Despite the laurels
bestowed on her, she never took undue advantage of the same. She

kept moving on to winning further laurels by helping the needy,
meek, especially’ women’. She set an exemplary life of being “A Sin-

gle Woman”- brought a drastic change in all the “Single Women”
out there.

Rozanne- ‘A Single Woman’, into scores of infinite - “Single Wom-

en”.

“Bravo to Rozanne, Samaira and all Single Women”!

“Two Heroines in their own respective ways multiplied into in

numerous “Single Women”.!!

“Single Women” are embodiment of vitality. Their essence grips

achievements.

the world.

the firm. She literally was in a ‘Lion’s Den’ - (BOSS).

achieve, irrespective of being single or team.

Out of the two - ‘Samaira’ faced the worst period of her life in
Her Boss - ‘STALLONE’ who was brutal, inhuman, barbarous.

Samaira- on the other hand - ‘Epitome’ of beauty, strength and wisdom won ‘Stallone’s heart by her sheer Dedication, Loyalty, Com-

Accolades to all the Single Women. There is nothing they can’t

Their aura is alluring, gripping, stimulating and enchanting.
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To sum up- “Never underestimate the ability, skills and power

of Single Women”.

“Single Women are stunning, surprising and amazing creatures”.!!
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